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Moulded from resin infused oven baked epoxy foam sandwich, using the same materials and building techniques as we use for our World Champion Fireball and 
National Championship winning Merlin Rocket and Solo. 

Specifications and retail prices inclusive of 20% VAT.

Bare hull  super light, stiff, long lasting mouldings with one small bailer, Channel shroud and forestay attachment plates, hatches, and rudder fittings fitted, with 
moulded in keel band, chute mouth and pressure tested as standard. The standard colours is all silver grey and includes the builders fee and sail number 

Bare hull as above                                                                                         £2643
Glass sheathed end grain balsa wood dagger board , finished white                                                                                                     £216
Rudder stock with Alloy tiller, complete with all fittings  except extension £207
Rudder blade in glass sheathed end grain balsa wood, finished white                                     £144

 
Club  Boat Spec.
The same epoxy hull with winder foils, simple fit out with plain bearing blocks, complete with mast, boom, main and jib                                   £4050

Extra to fit a spinnaker with a single pole and chute £314
Extra cost of measuring £150

Championship Boat Spec.
The same epoxy hull with winder foils, fitted out without any compromise, 8:1 Kicker and Cunningham lead to the thwart. One piece Super Spar mast, pole and 
boom with the outhaul cleat for the crew. Full suit of racing sails, if specific sails required this may incur an extra charge. Centre main system lead to a Holt auto 
ratchet. Measured and ready to go

£4999

Extra Options. 

Extra for Harken Fit Out £262
Extra for the Pole Launcher  system with cleat on a holt swivel mounting on the mast £100
Extra  for padded toe straps instead of plain £40
Extra for a super medium bailer as well as the super mini £66
Jib Cunningham £16
Padded Combo Foil Bag £55
Weather Max Flat Over Cover                                                         £145
Weather Max Boom Up Over Cover                                                £164
Breathable Undercover                                                               £85
Trailing Over Cover  PVC     £85                                                                                                                                         Weather Max £118
Winder twin cradle launcher                                                   £225
Lighting board on mast support with rudder fittings                  £99

Colours   

Our standard colour hull and deck is silver grey. Non-standard colours cost £60 per colour. 
Select colour from colour cards on www.llewellyn-ryland .co.uk

The above prices include all the cost increases received up to the date of quotation. Should we incur further cost increases, we reserve the right to increase our 
prices accordingly, but will inform you before starting to build your boat.
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